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EXT. DESERT, ROMAN GUARD POST - DAY

Somewhere in the North African desert a small outpost, 
consisting of little more than a tent and a banner lies 
largely forgotten by the Roman Empire.

RUFUS (30ish, ginger curls, slight build) is the sentry on 
duty and is collecting a paltry road tax from a WANDERER 
pulling a camel.

Rufus offers the wanderer a smile as he goes on his way.

Rufus looks up and down the long, otherwise empty road.

INT. GUARD TENT

The small guard tent has little more than a few places to sit 
and a map of the Roman Empire.

PORCIUS (30ish, overweight, sweaty) is sitting eating cheese 
and flatbread.

TIBILLUS (50, huge, brutish) is sitting in a corner reading a 
papyrus scroll.

Rufus enters the tent and drinks water from a bladder hanging 
by the door.

PORCIUS
Anything interesting?

RUFUS
Just a guy with a camel.

PORCIUS
I hate camels. Damned smelly, 
spitty things.

RUFUS
You know, Porcius, I have been 
thinking. Imagine if we... I mean, 
just imagine what might happen if 
we decided, against all common 
sense, to desert the army.

Tibillus looks up at Rufus. Rufus sees him and back-pedals.

RUFUS (CONT’D)
I mean. We definitely shouldn’t. I 
was just going through 
hypotheticals as kind of a 
mental... Like a disciplinary 
exercise. Going over the rules and 
what-not.



PORCIUS
It would be pretty crazy. 
Considering we’d be stoned to death 
should we ever be caught.

RUFUS
Exactly! That’s what I was 
thinking. Absolutely crazy.

PORCIUS
Dumb idea.

RUFUS
The dumbest. Though logistically it 
wouldn’t be that difficult... 
That’s what makes it an interesting 
hypothetical.

PORCIUS
What’s a hypothetical?

RUFUS
Just... crazy ideas.

Tibillus suddenly stands up, making Rufus and Porcius jump.

TIBILLUS
If we go now, it will be a good 
month before anyone realises we’re 
gone.

Tibillus leaves the tent.

Rufus and Porcius look at each other.

RUFUS
It’s bound to be a test.

PORCIUS
Right... Just a test.

CUT TO:

EXT. DESERT ROAD

Rufus, Porcius and Tibillus are running down the road, away 
from the outpost.

PORCIUS
Wish we had one of those damned 
camels!
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